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INGSLEY PARK’s first
winner of the month came at
Southwell on March 8, when

Poet’s Prince landed the three-year-old
mile handicap in good style.
The Poet’s Voice gelding, owned by

David Abell, whose association with the
stable goes back to the days of those
prolific winners Branston Abby and Star
Rage, among others, had won in novice
company at Ayr over seven furlongs last
summer.
Making his seasonal reappearance at

Southwell, Poet’s Prince was one of
nine runners for the race. Joe Fanning
had Poet’s Prince away well and
challenged wide as they turned for
home. He hit the front with a furlong to
travel and kept on strongly to score
from Sharp Reminder by a length and a
quarter.
Mr Hussain Lootah’s Big Kitten

finished second in all three juvenile runs
last year and finally made the winner’s
enclosure on March 13 when winning a
novice event over a mile at Newcastle.
The Kitten’s Joy colt, ridden by Joe

Fanning, faced four rivals. He travelled
well and quickened clear in the closing
stages to score by five lengths. Big
Kitten is out of the Rahy mare, Queen
Martha. Given the strong finishing kick
the colt demonstrated here, we would
imagine Big Kitten may step up in trip
from a mile as the season progresses.  

Gelded
The three-year-old Illusional was

making his debut on Fibresand when
he won at Southwell on March 14.
Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s
Bernardini colt made his turf debut at a
soggy Brighton in September, finishing
second of six over seven furlongs. Two
runs at Newcastle on the Tapeta in
November followed, before the colt
was gelded. 
At Southwell, he raced over a mile

in an all-aged Class 5 handicap. Joe
Fanning partnered Illusional and he
was forced to race three horses wide in
the early stages, but kept on well
towards the finish to win by a length
and a quarter. Being out of the
Kingmambo mare, Illustrious Miss,
who finished third behind Attraction in
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the Irish 1,000 Guineas and was a Group
3 scorer in her own right, Illusional is
beautifully bred. He is a full-brother to
Gamilati, winner of the Group 2 Cherry
Hinton Stakes and the Listed UAE 1,000
Guineas.      
The Kingsley Park Owners’ Club’s

Aquarium made it
two wins from four
starts when landing a
novice event at
Chelmsford on March
15.  
He was dropped

back from longer
distances to seven
furlongs in a novice
event which attracted
10 runners. PJ
McDonald had the
task of riding the horse
from the wide outside,
as Aquarium was
drawn in stall 10 of
10.
Quickly away,

Aquarium was able to
cross to the rail, and
striking the front just
before the two-furlong
marker, he drew clear

in the straight to score impressively
from Glorious Army and Capla Jaipur. 
Alan Spence’s Fire Fighting is a firm

favourite within the yard and the popular
seven-year-old landed the 12th success
of his career when winning a mile and a
half handicap at Lingfield on March 23.

Vale Of Kent with Joe Fanning and travelling
manager Calvin McCormack
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Joe Fanning partners Big Kitten at Newcastle
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The Soldier of Fortune gelding has
won races at age two, three, four and
five, but missed out last year as a six-
year-old. So connections are delighted
that he has resumed his winning ways so
early in this campaign.

The Lingfield race was the gelding’s
fifth start of 2018, and his official rating
had been eased by 10lb since his
reappearance. A field of six went to post,
and Adam Kirby had the ride on Fire
Fighting, taking closer order on the run
to the bend.

Brought wide into the straight, Fire
Fighting came with a rattle on the outer
to land the spoils by a neck in the
closing strides. 

The yard had a double on March 24
when Branscombe scored at Lingfield
in the afternoon, before Vale of Kent
completed an across-the-card double for
owner Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed
at Wolverhampton’s evening meeting.

Decision
The Invincible Spirit gelding,

Branscombe, won a Sandown novice
event as a juvenile last term, but failed
to follow up on that success in three
subsequent starts. The decision was
taken to equip him with blinkers, and the
headgear seems to have done the trick as
he scored impressively at Lingfield.
Facing seven rivals, Branscombe, under

Franny Norton, had a clear lead turning
for home, and kept on well up the
straight to score by three and a quarter
lengths.

“We always knew Branscombe had
ability,” Franny told the Klarion after
the race, “but he’s not been performing,
so the boss decided to put blinkers on
and it has worked. He took control of
this race and did it nicely.”

The handicapper clearly agreed with
those sentiments, as Branscombe has
been raised 11b for this win.

Vale of Kent was unraced as a
juvenile, but has lost no time in
establishing himself as a decent prospect
this year. Wins at Chelmsford and
Lingfield were separated by a below-par
effort at Newcastle, but the Kodiac
gelding completed his third win of the
year while making his handicap debut at
Wolverhampton over seven furlongs.

Ridden by Joe Fanning, he took the
lead inside the final furlong and ran on
well to defeat Dubai Acclaim by a length
and a quarter. Rated 85 beforehand, Vale
of Kent’s official rating rose by 3lb after
this win. 

Rainbow Rebel, winner of four races
on the bounce in the autumn of 2016,
returned to the winner’s enclosure at
Newcastle on March 27.

The five-year-old Acclamation
gelding, owned by Owners Group 004,
was making his fifth start of the year and

seeking his first career win on an all-
weather surface.  Under Joe Fanning,  he
faced eight rivals and took a keen hold
as he was jostled slightly as the field
settled. Joe managed to settle him,
racing in fifth or sixth, and then made
steady progress from three furlongs out. 

Striking the front with a furlong to
run, Rainbow Rebel was always holding
the chasing pack. Keeping on well for
Joe, he won by three-quarters of a
length.

Mr Abdulla Al Mansoori’s One
Second made a successful handicap
debut at Wolverhampton on March 28 in
a mile and a half handicap restricted to
three-year-olds. The Intello filly had
three runs as a juvenile in June/July last
year, all over seven furlongs, with a
second her best finish.

NTELLO won the Prix du Jockey-
Club at Chantilly over 10 and a half
furlongs, so it was always likely

that One Second’s performances would
improve as she was stepped up in
distance.  Six went to post and Joe
Fanning took the ride.

On exiting the stalls he settled the
filly in third or fourth, racing one off the
rail. Moving into a challenging position
before the turn for home, he produced
One Second with a strong run on the
outer and she scored quite convincingly
by a length. 

Rainbow Rebel wins at Newcastle under Joe Fanning
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